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The 17 schools in the UNC system had an average classroom occupancy of 44 percent in 2009,
according to a 2010 study by the University of North Carolina. According to a different study by
the UNC administration, Facilities Inventory and Utilization Study 2011, North Carolina’s
community colleges do even worse: the average classroom was used only 18.4 hours per week
or 26 percent of the standard school week. (Four private colleges in the state—Campbell, Mars
Hill, Barton, and Pfeiffer—were also part of the study, and they averaged 23 percent classroom
usage in 2011).
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Improving space utilization is becoming a top strategic priority at higher education institutions
of all sizes, critical to long-term advancement of mission and stability of finances. The building
boom in higher education over the last ten years is over, with construction slowing dramatically
on most campuses. Public institutions are seeing freezes on state funds for new buildings, with
privates postponing or cancelling new capital projects due to pressure on endowments, annual
giving, and debt markets. This study provides an interesting way of assessing classroom
utilization and outlines five imperatives for improving space utilization:






Utilization measurement dashboards
Explicit standards for space allocation and exceptions management
Unit-level incentives for adhering to allocation targets
Central space banks
Flexible and collaborative space
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Because of increased pressure to find high-value capital investment opportunities within a
climate of declining state support, dissatisfaction with the availability of relevant data to inform
management decisions, challenges with integrating space planning components within
institutional master plans, and perceived discontinuity between master plans and resulting
capital projects, the USG chancellor launched an initiative to rethink the system's approach
to space utilization through a study with six pilot institutions. The major space types are
classrooms; laboratories (including teaching labs, open or computing labs, and research labs);

offices; study (including library); specialized (a non-thematic collection including athletics,
animal, clinical, greenhouse, demonstration, and other spaces); general use (predominantly
student-life spaces including assembly, exhibition, dining, lounge, merchandising, and
recreation); support (including parking structures); health care; and residential.
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Sightlines was engaged by the University of Maine System Board of Trustees to conduct an
independent review of space utilization at its various campuses and university-owned
properties throughout the state. Building upon the findings from the prior State of Facilities in
Higher Education reports, the 2015 report analyzes new trends and benchmarks, provides
insight into the challenges impacting higher education, and shares best practices for how
campus leaders can fund and manage their facilities in light of these challenges. The full report
can be downloaded at: http://www.sightlines.com/insight/state-of-facilities-2015/.
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The workgroup recognized that while Maryland has standards that can be compared to other
states, the State does not currently collect actual utilization data from the community college
or public four-year college and university segments. The workgroup recommended that each
institution should establish utilization goals and identify efficiencies in use of space based on
mission and develop and implement strategies to increase utilization to reflect the growing
diversity in the format, times of instructional courses, programs and changes in student
demand. They should also develop a method of reporting goals and utilization rates annually.
Development of utilization goals, strategies and reporting should be made in consultation with
the Maryland Higher Education Commission. Utilizations statistics from Maryland and other
states were shared.
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The University System of Georgia (USG) presents a new approach to considerations of college
and university space. The approach is primarily motivated by the belief that improved efficiency
in space use represents a significant strategic advantage to the system, particularly in a climate

of reduced access to traditional funding sources and because of dissatisfaction with traditional
space use approaches which have had limited success in helpfully informing either master
planning activity or capital allocations.
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Colleges and universities committed to reducing their carbon footprints need to look at new
construction in a new way. They can save energy dollars and reduce carbon emissions by maximizing
the utilization of existing space and avoiding new construction. While it may be difficult to imagine a
president of a college or university resisting new construction (since new buildings are often viewed as
legacy accomplishments), that’s what is needed.
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Space management is one of the most important, most challenging, and perhaps most contentious
issues facing major universities. Although this did not come as a surprise to any of us on the
committee, we were constantly reminded of this throughout the process. The core of the problem is
the complexity of balancing the diverse interests of the many users of space on and off the campus and
the diverse types and qualities of space on the campus.
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OPPAGA conducted this project in response to a legislative request to identify steps public universities,
community colleges, and the Department of Education could take to improve cost efficiencies in
postsecondary education construction programs. This report examines the efficiency and effectiveness
of the postsecondary facility planning process. A separate OPPAGA report examines the
reasonableness of postsecondary facility construction costs and how well postsecondary institutions
use existing facility space.

